We’re transforming Africa through innovative scientific training,
technical advances and breakthrough discoveries!
The African Institute for Mathematical Sciences (AIMS, www.nexteinstein.org) is a pan-African network of
centres of excellence for postgraduate training, research and outreach in mathematical sciences. Its
mission is to enable Africa's brightest students to flourish as independent thinkers, problem solvers and
innovators capable of propelling Africa's future scientific, educational and economic self -sufficiency. The
first AIMS centre opened in Cape Town, South Africa in 2003; since 2011, AIMS has opened additional
centres in Senegal, Ghana, Cameroon, Tanzania and Rwanda. The goal of the AIMS Next Einstein Initiative
(AIMS-NEI) is to build a pan-African network of 15 centres of excellence across the continent by 2023.
Each AIMS Centre provides an intensive and broad education to over 50 African students each year and
prepares them for leadership careers in academia, governance and industry. The AIMS educational
program relies on top international lecturers who teach in a 24-hour learning environment.
If you bring a collaborative spirit with a passion to effect change, consider this opportunity as the…

Information Technology (IT) Officer for Distance Education!
In this role and reporting to the IT Coordinator The IT Officer is responsible to troubleshoot and/or perform
diagnostics to respond to and resolve IT related service issues across the organization for both Academic
and administrative users. Additionally, the IT Officer will work closely with the TTP Master’s Trainers team
to enable the smooth delivery of course material online and offline course material.
This is a 2-Year full time contract opportunity based in Yaoundé, Cameroon.
Do you have what we need?







3 year university degree in computer science/engineering or related discipline
2+ years of experience must include providing technical support in each of the following:
o Installation of operating systems such as Linux/Ubuntu, Windows 7 or later and Windows
Server
o Installation of application software such as Microsoft Office
o Installation and maintenance of Cisco network equipment (switching, routing and wireless)
o Experience in graphics design and processing audio-visual content is an asset
o Diagnosing and resolving PC problems in a networked environment
o Web development and content management
Experience working in a similar role providing support to IT users
Experience working with CMS
Proven experience and ability to work hands on in a predominantly Linux/Ubuntu and Free and Open
Source Software (FOSS) platform as well as Windows server and desktop operating system
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Experience or familiarity with ACCPAC, FOSS, LaTex, Phyton, SageMath, GeoGebra, WIMS, GoogleApp,
etc.
Bilingual (French/English) language skills is essential
Ability to work under pressure
Experience working with an international NGO, an asset
Good knowledge of the educational system in Cameroon.

Are you ready to be a part of the transformation?
Submit your letter of motivation, including salary expectations together with a detailed CV in English to:
careers@nexteinstein.org (i.e. quote “IT Officer for Distance Education - Yoaunde” in the subject line).
Applications will be accepted until October 30, 2017.
Should no feedback be received from AIMS-NEI within four weeks of your submission, kindly accept that
your application will not be further pursued. AIMS-NEI reserves the right not to make an appointment at
its sole discretion.
AIMS-NEI is an equal opportunity employer.
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